Abstract -Detection of software bugs and its occurrences, repudiation and its root cause is a very difficult process in large multi threaded applications. It is a must for a software developer or software organization to identify bugs in their applications and to remove or overcome them. The application should be protected from malfunctioning. Many of the compilers and Integrated Development Environments are effectively identifying errors and bugs in applications while running or compiling, but they fail in detecting actual cause for the bugs in the running applications. The developer has to reframe or recreate the package with the new one without bugs. It is time consuming and effort is wasted in Software Development Life Cycle. There is a possibility to use graph mining techniques in detecting software bugs. But there are many problems in using graph mining techniques. Managing large graph data, processing nodes with links and processing subgraphs are the problems to be faced in graph mining approach. This paper presents a novel algorithm named BugLoc which is capable of detecting bugs from the multi threaded software application. The BugLoc uses object template to store graph data which reduces graph management complexities. It also uses substring analysis method in detecting frequent subgraphs. The BugLoc then analyses frequent subgraphs to detect exact location of the software bugs. The experimental results show that the algorithm is very efficient, accurate and scalable for large graph dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph mining is widely used mining technique to mine large records of graph dataset that can be used to analyze ProteinProtein Interactions (PPI) [4] , where the nodes represent the proteins. In the case of networking it is used to analyze the relationship about the devices, clients and nodes. Using this we can analyze the social relationships between the clients on the network. Our idea is to use graph mining technique [3] to detect bugs present in the software applications. In this paper, sample graph dataset is used, which represents thread, sub thread, total process and positive-negative process values. We use these data to form graph where the nodes in the graph represent the thread and its sub nodes represent sub thread, values in between the nodes mentions the threshold value. Graph mining is a better method in mining large logical data in detecting systematic relations than the data mining techniques. Graph mining is not a simple task to implement, forming a graph with large dataset and managing it seems to be a complicated task. Many graph mining algorithms in the past presents a technique to mine relations about the graph data but none has attempted to mine the bug analysis and have not succeeded in detection of software bugs.
In the existing system, graph data is handled using grow and store method, whereas the graph mining algorithm like Apriori algorithm follows the heuristic approach [14] - [16] . The graph data is dynamically adopted while executing the algorithm. Grow and store method fails for large number of data. The GRAMI algorithm shows better solution in managing graph data. It holds the template of the data but not the actual values of the dataset. It also provides better solution in managing large data but it fails in analyzing Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [13] . However the CSP is not related to our model of work but its drawback should be related with our threshold calculation between thread nodes. gSpan algorithm solves the CSP in many graph dataset and stands as the standard graph mining algorithm for long time. In this paper, we adopt some methodologies in gSpan algorithm and develop the heuristic approach in dataset of thread processes to localize bugs in software application. In this paper, the following problems have been addressed to succeed in our approach of bug localization. They are:
i. The large number of graph dataset should be formed as graph nodes and properly handled to perform further processes. ii. The threshold value should be calculated properly for every node. iii. The frequent threshold value should be calculated for every node in the graph. iv. The frequent subgraph should be identified and mined properly. v. The thread with the bug should be identified with the frequent threshold calculation and negative threshold value. This paper discusses how to solve these problems through graph mining approach and detect the bugs in multi threaded application using our proposed algorithm named BugLoc. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides related work of our research problem. Design of Bug localizer algorithm is provided in Section 3. Section 4 describes experiment and results of the algorithm. Final section contributes conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
This section discusses related work in many different directions. In Transactional mining [8] [7] , [8] . SIGRAM followed a grow-and-store approach, that is, it needs to store intermediate results in order to evaluate frequencies. Overall, SIGRAM needs to enumerate all isomorphism and relies on the expensive computation of MIS which is NP complete [11] . Hence the method is very expensive in practice.
Since the number of intermediate embeddings increases exponentially with the graph size, such approaches do not scale for large graphs. In contrast, GRAMI does not need to construct all the isomorphism. Hence, it can be scaled much larger graphs. More importantly, GRAMI supports frequent subgraph and pattern mining [28] . Thus, it allows for exact isomorphism matching and the more general distanceconstrained pattern matching. Additionally, GRAMI supports constraint-based mining and works on directed, undirected, single and multi-labeled graphs. In Approximate mining [9] , there is a work on approximate techniques for solving the frequent subgraph mining problem as well. In GREW, the authors proposed a heuristic approach that prunes large parts of the search space, but discovers only a small subset of the answers. GAPPROX employs an approximate version of the MIS metric. It mainly relies on enumerating all intermediate isomorphism but allows approximate matches [5] . SEUS is another approximate method that constructs a compact summary of the input graph.
This facilitates pruning many infrequent candidates, however, it is only useful when the input graph contains few and very frequent subgraphs [17] - [19] , [27] . SUBDUE is a branch-andbound technique that mines subgraphs that can be used to compress the original graph. Khan et al. proposed proximity patterns, which relax the connectivity constraint of subgraphs and identify frequent patterns that cannot be found by other approaches [9] . In contrast to the existing works, AGRAMI, an approximate version of GRAMI, may miss some frequent subgraphs, but the returned results do not have false positives. In Subgraph isomorphism [20] - [22] , the frequent subgraph mining problem relies on the computation of subgraph isomorphism. This problem is NP-complete and the first practical algorithm that addressed that problem which follows a backtracking technique. Since then, several performance enhancements were proposed, ranging from CSP based techniques, search order optimization, indexing to parallelization.
Although the state-of-the-art subgraph isomorphism techniques lead to significant improvements, they are not as effective in the frequent subgraph mining problem for two reasons: First, subgraph isomorphism techniques are effective in finding all appearances of a subgraph, while for the frequent subgraph mining task, it is sufficient to find the minimum appearances that satisfy the support threshold. This difference affects the way in which graph nodes are traversed, minimizing the number of node visited during search. Additionally, modern techniques employed global pruning and indexing techniques. GRAMI is based on a novel CSP method that overcomes the previous shortcomings and outperforms state-of-the-art subgraph isomorphism techniques. There are many works on pattern matching [22] , [23] over graphs as well. R-JOIN supports reachability queries in a directed graph [10] - [12] . If two nodes v and v′ are reachable in the query, then their corresponding mappings u and u′ in the graph must also be reachable. DISTANCE-JOIN extends the idea to undirected graphs and accommodates constraints on the distance in the path. GRAMI presents an extension to support frequent pattern mining [24] - [26] , the extended version adopts the pattern [29] . The conventional approaches have the drawbacks that every method occurs once within the graph. This leads to small graphs, which allows for graph-mining-based bug localization even with large software application. On the other side, much information about the program execution is lost, e.g., frequencies of the execution of methods and information on different structural patterns within the graph. The entropy approach omits substructures which are called more than twice in a row. Thus, it keeps more information than the other one, with the risk of generating very large graphs. The paper [30] , the author compared two algorithms named gSpan and CloseGraph. Authors pointed out that these two algorithms showing a better performing in managing graph data. They also concluded that there is a possibility of detecting software bugs by improving those algorithms.
III. BUG LOCALIZER
From studying the above literature we assume that there will be a better way in detecting the bugs in software threads. For this, we have to adopt a new technique that should be differentiating from the previous mining techniques. The only problem that we face in localizing bugs is the way in which we can localize the bugs. In existing methodologies call graph uses the threshold value to analyze the weightage between the two nodes. The weightage threshold mentions the time difference between query submission and response time [9] .
So, in our bug localization technique we must consider parameters such as positive process (Pprocess) and negative process (Nprocess) to detect weightage between two nodes. We calculate the threshold value by calculating difference between number of Pprocess and Nprocess occurred in between two threads. The Pprocess is the total count of processes executed before the error occurred. The Nprocess is The format of dataset is given Table 1 . The first parameter (XXXX) mentions the thread id in the program, which is also called as the base thread. The second parameter (YYYY) mentions the sub thread created by the base thread. The third parameter is Tprocess, which denotes the total number of processes that has to be executed between the thread and subthread. The fourth parameter is the Pprocess, which denotes the number of positive process executed in between base thread and sub thread. The fifth parameter is the Nprocess which denotes the negative process occurred due to the bug. Using this sample graph dataset we form a graph and mine it using frequent subgraph mining technique with our proposed algorithm BugLoc. BugLoc includes the following five steps. Each step is presented in the following sub sections.
Step 1: Threshold Calculation
Step 2: Frequency Threshold Calculation
Step 3: Thread Flow Identification
Step 4: Frequent Subgraph Identification
Step 5: Bug Localization
A. Threshold Calculation
Initially, the algorithm reads the input data from the file which holds the graph dataset. Graph dataset is read and divided into parameter values. The parameter values are stored as an object template which is used to reduce the memory usage while processing the large graph dataset. And then the threshold value is calculated from the input parameters such as Pprocess and Nprocess. The threshold value is the difference between the Pprocess and the Nprocess. The calculated threshold value is also stored into the object template. The procedure for threshold calculation is stated as follows. The output of this procedure is shown in Figure 2 . 
B. Frequency Threshold Calculation
After calculating the threshold values, frequency threshold values have to be identified for every thread. To calculate the frequency threshold value, the repeated threshold value is identified from the calculated threshold values in the object template. Now the frequency threshold value is also stored into the object template. In the similar way frequency threshold value is calculated for every threshold in the object template. The procedure to calculate frequency threshold is given below. The output of this procedure is shown in Figure 3 . 
C. Thread Flow Identification
The next step is to identify the thread flow from the object template. This step of our algorithm performs thread flow calculation by ordering the thread and its sub thread until the last sub thread found from the object template. This is continued for every base thread. A separate array list is maintained to hold the set of thread flows. Each thread flow is represented as a complete string. The procedure for thread flow identification is given below. The output of thread flow identification is shown in Figure 4 . 
D. Frequent Subgraph Identification
Frequent Subgraph identification is the main process which adopts the techniques of graph mining related to gSpan algorithm. Unlike the existing algorithms, our algorithm takes each thread flow as a complete string, and holds the entire strings into single object. We do not need to use individual object for every node. By holding the thread flow as a single object, it can be easily managed and the frequent subgraph can be identified by processing thread flows using substring analysis method. The repeated substring in the thread flow mentions the frequent subgraph identified from every thread flow. The procedure for frequent subgraph identification is given below. The output of this step is shown in Figure 5 . 
E. Bug Localization
The next and final step of the algorithm is to identify bug threads from the object template. Threshold values, frequency threshold values and frequent subgraphs are obtained from the previous steps. The bug thread can be identified by tracing threads in every frequent subgraph. If a thread in the frequent subgraph has negative threshold value with positive frequency threshold value, then it is added to the bug thread list. To filter out the bug threads exactly, the repeated bug threads have to be identified from the bug thread list. The algorithm does it by detecting the repeated bug threads with same threshold value in the bug thread list. Finally all the detected bug threads are saved as the separate object template which represents the bug thread and its threshold value. Bug localization procedure is given below. The output of bug localization is shown in Figure  6 . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The proposed BugLoc algorithm is implemented with Java JDK 1.7 and tested with the sample graph datasets. The algorithm has been executed under the system with the configuration of Pentium D processor with 4GB RAM memory. The sample datasets of various counts 500, 1000, 2000 and 3000 are given as input to our BugLoc algorithm. For 500 count of sample dataset, it identifies 135 threads and 127 thread flows. From this, 12 bug threads are detected with the threshold value -93 in 15 seconds. When 1000 count of sample dataset is given as input, 446 threads and 338 thread flows are identified with 75 bug threads of threshold value -133 in 27 seconds. For count of 2000 dataset, the algorithm detects 92 bug threads in 41 seconds with threshold value of -85 from 865 threads and 533 thread flows. The algorithm is also tested with 3000 count of dataset. Table 2 shows the input and output of the algorithm. Figure 7 shows relationship between dataset count and execution time. Figure 8 shows comparison between Number of threads and Number of thread flows. Figure 9 shows comparison between number of thread flows and number of bugs. 
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm BugLoc has the tendency to localize bugs in multithreaded applications. From the experimental results it is verified that the new approach in detecting bugs in multithreaded application is working properly. This algorithm is based on graph mining techniques. With the detection of bug thread from the frequent subgraphs, we can clearly identify thread flow which causes the error. So, our proposed algorithm is used not only to detect bug thread but also used to identify the bug thread's route cause. Presently the algorithm computes the bug threads from given graph dataset. In future, this algorithm can be implemented in real time applications. The algorithm could be optimized to adopt grow and store method to hold thread as the node. This algorithm can also be extended to implement into a software application to generate the bug reports and send them automatically to the software developers.
